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1 tabs for switching between Data View and 

Variable View

2 Columns of cells are called variables.

3 Rows of cells are called observation

values refer to cell contents4

1.Working with the Data and Variable



Variable View



The Process of Survey Analysis

Multivariate 
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With Codebook

Variables 
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Dictionary 
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Variables 
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Missing 
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2. Basic Data Checking



Analyze >> Reports >> CodeBook

2.1 Codebook Data : “GSS2008.SAV”



Analyze >> Descriptive >> Frequencies

2.2 Using Frequencies to Check Data



Data >> Validation >> Validate Data 

Select  Variables Identify Basic Checks

2.3 Data Validation Data : “SPSS_CUST.SAV”





Data >> Select Cases

Exclude Incorrect Value

happy ~= 8



Graphs >> Chart Builder

2.4 Variable Binning

Histogram of age

Data : “GSS2008.SAV”



Transform >> Visual Binning

Data : “GSS2008.SAV”



Make Cut points

Equal width Interval

Equal percentile intervals

Mean and standard deviation interval





“with questions about the performance of sales reps for SPSS software, 
if reliability is high, respondents who strongly agree that the sale rep 
understand their business are also likely to agree that the sales rep 
understand their computing environment”

3. Reliability Analysis 
Measure of the consistency of a measurement overtime 

Cronbach’s Alpha : varies from 0 to 1 



Analyze >> Scale >> Reliability Analysis

Data : “SPSS_CUST.SAV”





• Crosstabs are commonly used to explore how 
demographic characteristics are related to attitudes and 
behaviors 

• Use to study the relationships between two, or more 
categorical variables

4. Analyzing Categorical Data



Analyze >> Descriptive >> Crosstabs
Cells

Data : “GSS2008.SAV”





Testing Relationships for Categorical Data

Analyze >> Descriptive >> Crosstabs Statistics >> Chi-square





5. Analysis of Variance
Univariate analysis of variance to test for mean difference 

When we examine mean difference between three or more group, we would 
like to know whether relationship we observe is likely to exist on our target 
population or instead is caused by random sampling variation.

• Statistical testing tells us whether the mean of an outcome variable is 
different or statistically the same in several categories of interest, e.g., 
customer type. Without that, we might make decision based on observed 
mean difference that are not likely to exist in  population of customers,

Business context



Analyze >> Compare Mean >> One-Way ANOVA

Am a satisfied SPSS customer [satcus]

How long have you used SPSS products? [usespss]

Dependent

Factor

Data : “SPSS_CUST.SAV”



Post Hoc Multiple Comparison

Equality of Error Variances

Option >> Homogeneity of variance test



Does the satisfaction vary according to the time of use?



6. Associations Between Variables

Testing for associations between variables is quite common with survey data:

• We might want to learn how a customer’s age is related to the number of 
purchases they have made, or the total revenue from those purchases.

• In a survey of patients, we might want to learn whether satisfaction is 
higher physicians is correlated with overall satisfaction.

Business context



Using Scatterplots to Examine Relationships

Graph >> Chart Builder

Select Chart Type

Select Variables

Y axis : %lower status of the population [lstat] 

X axis : median value of owner-occupied homes [medv]

Data : “Boston House.SAV”



Extreme Value

Data >> Select Cases

Create 
Condition

Select if 
medv < 60

Remove Outlier and create chart again



Correlations Coefficient 

Analyze >> Correlate >> Bivariate Correlations



7. Regression Analysis

Multivariate regression is the basic technique used to create models to 
predict an outcome or dependent variable. It is used in almost all industries.

• Models can be developed to predict customer satisfaction based on rating 
of various aspects of product/services 

• Models can be developed to predict customer revenue based on previous 
revenue and other customer characteristics.

Business context



Analyze >> Regression >> Linear

Non linear correlation



Analyze >> Regression >> Curve Estimate

Which line is the best fit?



Stepwise Regression



Q & A


